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SUPERLOCK II Mini
Software

Description

Superlock II is a program for planning, calculation and administration of Master Key Systems (MKS) and
has been developed with the latest programming tools, so that it is compatible with the latest Windows
versions (32 and 64 bit). The Superlock II Mini has the same high quality functionality as the standard
Superlock II, just with a smaller range of key & cylinder lines that can be created, ideal for lock smiths that
do not need to create lock systems which are larger than 200 key and cylinder codes. Superlock II can read
and import lock systems from earlier program versions, such as Planner and Superlock 16 bit. When
upgrading from an earlier Superlock for Windows, you can import all existing lock systems into the new
Superlock II.

Superlock II is an ideal high quality tool for professional key and lock manufacturers, calculating key
cutting and cylinder pinning in systems with either single or multiple profiles. With Superlock you can
setup your own profile sets and make Superlock assign the profiles to each key and cylinder. You can also
type in key codes manually or leave it to Superlock to calculate them, automatically, as well as having the
ability to plan a later extension, make new extensions or recode existing lock systems.
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Features

- Type in keys manually, plan a later extension, make new extensions or recode existing lock systems
- Ideal for upgrading - Superlock II can read and import lock systems from earlier versions, such as
Planner and Superlock 16 bit
- Compatible with the latest Windows versions (32 and 64 bit)

https://www.aldridgesecurity.co.uk/brands/page/view/brand/superlock/
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- The perfect program for calculation and administration of MKS
- Ideal for the individual locksmith
- Same functionality as the Superlock II just with a smaller number of key and cylinder lines that can be
created (up to 200)

Product Table

L30206
Superlock 2 Mini Add Licence 200 Keys + 200 Cyl

L30205
Superlock 2 Mini One Licence 200 Keys + 200 Cyl

L30207
Superlock 2 Mini Upgrade From Old Version

L30209
Superlock 2 Standard Version From Superlock Mini


